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1.0 SUMMAR Y

As a continuing effort to develop efficient new short wavelength lasers based

on efficient energy deposition in rare gases, an intensive investigation of

the rare gas halide lasers was undertaken. Significant advances were made

in understanding the mechanism s and demonstrating the capabilities of this

type of lasers. The results clearly demonstrated that the rare gas halides

represent a major breakthrough in the search for effi cient uv-visible lasers.

The most important results are summarized below :

1. Using coaxial e-beam pumping of krypton fluoride (KrF), laser energy

extraction of 33 J per liter was demonstrated with an efficiency of 12%

based on energy deposited into the gas.

2. Efficient discharge pumping of the KrF laser was demonstrated by

achieving a discharge efficiency of 17% in an e -beam sustained

discharge device. The overall efficiency in this device due to both

e-beam and discharge pumping was 11%, with an output of 27 J/liter.

3. Mode rately efficient laser oscillations were also obtained from

XeF, XeCl , Ar-I2 , using e-.beam pumping, although KrF was by far

the most efficient candidate.

4. Comprehensive kinetic modeling was performed, including electron

and molecular kinetics, as well as optical extraction. Results were

compared with experimental data for a more thorough understanding

of the laser processes.

5. Extensive analyses were carried out to determine the criteria for

scaling and discharge stability. The results indicate that specific

energy as high as 40 J/liter with efficiencie s approaching 10%

should be achievable in a scalable e-beam sustained discharge excited

KrF laser.

1
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2 , 0  INTRODUCTION

Many important applications requiring visible and shorter wavelength lasers

have not been possible due to a distinct lack of efficient, high power lasers

in this spectral region. Recently some significant advances have been made

which promise to change this situation. The discove ry of rare gas excimer

and rare gas transfer lasers has provided, for the first time, the most

efficient and powe rful sources of radiation in the uv region. This is prima r-

ily due to the fact that electrical energy can be deposited very efficiently

into the rare gas excited states by e-beam or discharge pumping.

The first  lasers of this type were the pure rare gas excimers such as Xe
2
*.

The efficiency of these lasers, howeve r, appears to be limited by processes

like photolonization and also by the lack of low loss mirrors. Attempts were

then made to utilize the efficient energy deposition in rare gases by sub-

sequent energy transfer to a desirable laser molecule. These efforts led

to the Ar-N
2 

lasers. Ultimately, the most efficient rare gas-based lasers

have turned out to be the rare gas halide lasers where,instead of energy

transfer, the excited rare gas atom undergoes a chemical reaction with the

halogens , much like the alkali halides, to form an excimer.

The first  rare gas halide lasers were XeF 1” 2 (350 rim), XeCl3 
(308 nm),

and XeBr 4’ ~ (282 rim). Shortly after the discovery of the xenon halide lasers ,
6 , 7the Ar-I

2 (342 nm) transfer laser was reported. Subsequent laser experi-
ments with othe r rare gas halides resulted in the development of the KrF3’ 8

laser which is still unsurpassed by any other uv laser in energy output and
efficiency. Northrop, under DAR PA/ ONR sponsorship, has played a key
role in the achievement of high energy, high efficiency lasers of this type.
The details of these investigations are presented in the following sections ,
with an emphasis on the most promising KrF 

laser.2



3. 0 SMALL SCALE EXPERIMENTS

Initial experiments performed by Northrop
8 on KrF consisted of a transverse

e-beam pumped mixture of Ar , Kr and NF
3 

using a Physics International

Pulserad 11OA electron gun which provides a 1 MeV, 20 kA, 20 ns , 2 x 10 cm2

e-beam pulse. The beam entered the side of the 2 cm diameter x 10 en-i

long optical volume through a 2. 5 x 10~~ cm thick titanium foil window, trans-

verse to the optical axis. The optical cavity was composed of 99% and 80%

reflecting dielectric mirrors.  The active optical volume was 30 cm3. An

ave rage current density of 350 A/cm2 
was measured with a Faraday cup at

the foil window as well as 2 cm into the gas. From an e-beam pumped mix-

ture of Ar , Kr and NF
3 

(1300:130: 1 ) at 3.4 atm total pressure, laser output

energy was measured to be 100 mJ in a 10 ns (FWHM) pulse. The spectra

of both spontaneous and laser emission were photographed with a SPEX 1800

1 m Czerny -Tu rne r spe ctrograph having a dispersion of 1 nm/mm and are

shown in Figure 1.

Spectra of the rare gas halides such as KrF arise9 from transitions ori g-

fnating at a coulombic upper electronic state and terminating on a repulsive

or weakly bound g round state. An energy level diagram is shown in Figure 2.

The absence of any sharp structure in the KrF emission spectrum indicate s

that the transition is of bound-free type . Furthermore, the narrow width

(4 run) of the emission band is understandable in terms of transitions termi-

nating in a relatively flat portion of the repulsive potential curve. The slight

intensity alteration appearing as two band s may be the result of some absorp-

tion. Due to a large degree of vibrational relaxation at hi gh pressures, emis-

sion is expected primarily from v ’ 0 of the upper state. A very faint band

is also visible towards the short wavelength side separated by nearly 113 cm ’.
This separation ag rees closely with vibrational level spacings of the upper
state (310 cm~~~) estimated by Tellinghuisen . 10

3
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Figure 2. Potential Energy Diagram for KrF
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The radiative lifetime of K r F* is expected to be similar to that measured

by Searle s and Hart 4 for XeBr (— ‘20 ns) and by Eden and Searle s~~ for XeF

(-.17 ns). Dunning and Hay 12 have performed ab initio calculations on the

electronic state s of KrF. The calculated lifetime was found to be 6. 5 ns .

Taking t = 20 ns and a linewidth of 4 nm, the estimated stimulated emission

cross section is 5 x io 17 cm 2 . With an intracavi ty power of 10 MW/cm 2,

the stimulated einis~ ion rate is found to be —s 5 x l0 8/ sec, which is estimated

to be higher than the quenching rate of KrF by Kr .  Since the te rminal

laser state is expected to dissociate in a time typical of molecular vibrational
-13 - 12 2period (-s 10 sec), KrF laser saturation intensity should be 10 W/crn

Thus , it is necessary to increase the intracavi ty powe r until the stimulated

emission rate is significantly higher than the quenching rate .

*Achievement of high efficiency in KrF is aided by the apparent lack of sig -

riificant photodissociation. In the electron beam pumped laser nearly 20 eV

* *is required to create Ar . Since vi r tually eve ry Ar may result in a 5 eV

KrF laser photon, the theoretical e -beam pumping laser efficiency is ex-

pecte d to be -~ 25%. Even hi gher efficiency is expected from KrF with discharge
excitation which , therefore , deserve s a more thorough investigation.

A complete understanding of the rare gas halide lasers require s a knowledge

of the laser kinetics and electron transport processes coupled with extensive

experimental results . Rare gas halide laser experiments have been per-

formed using e -bearn excitation with both transverse and coaxial beam s.
These results have provided a basis of understanding the phenomenology of

the KrF system and are presented in Sections 3. 1 and 3. 2 . Additional laser
candidate s are discussed in Section 3. 3.

For discharge excitation, optimum discharge parameters and power par-

titioning must be dete rmined to predict the ultimate performance of 
this6



class of lasers. Northrop has developed an electron transport code to

optimize these parameters . The theoretical basis of the code is discussed

in Section 4. 1. Section 4. 2 presents a summary of KrF kinetics and

Section 4. 3 analyzes the optical resonator with distributed absorption .

3. 1 Coaxial E -Beam Pumped Laser

This section describes the experimental results from a table-top sized,

coaxially excited, KrF laser which delivered 3. 3 J of energy from a 0. 10

liter volume with 12% efficiency. The device is pictured in Figure 3. The

Marx driver is mounted on top of the vacuum envelope enclosing the gun

diode. The system is pumped with a 6 -inch water cooled diffusion pump

and a two-stage mechanical forepump.

3. 1. 1 Electron Gun

The electron gun produces a 300 -400 keY beam of electrons at 20-40 A/cm 2

directed radially inward on a cylindrical foil. The overall dimensions of
the diode -driver combination are 178 cm x 50 cm x 50 cm . This consists

of a 128 cm diameter by 38 cm long cylinder housing, the Marx driver cir-

cuitry, and a 50 cm x 50 cm x 50 cm lead box enclosing the gun diode section.

3.1. 1.1 Diode

The anode is made from 1 nih titanium foil rolled into a 2 . 54 cm diameter

cylinder and laser-welded along the seam (Figure 4). The cathode consists

of 8 longitudinal blade s, each 20 cm long, equally spaced around the anode

at a distance of 3, 3 cm. These blades were mounted on a 10 cm diamete r

cylinder with a sidearm leading to the Marx driver . The anode is sealed on

either end to a stainless-steel flange holding a laser mirror . The pressure

inside the anode during the laser expe riments was typically 35-45 psi and

7
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was tested under static conditions to 100 psi . The base pressure in the
- . - . - -6diode section is maintained at about 2 x 10 Torr.

3.1.1. 2 Driver 
.

The gun is driven by a two-stage Marx circuit with an energy storage of
400 J at a charging voltage of 200 kV. The configuration is pictured in
Figure 5. Two 0. 01 ~iF capacitors are connected by a spark gap which is
triggered by exhausting the buffe r gas through a valve. The main spark
gap then fire s automatically, applying twice the charging voltage to the
cathode. The rise time of the cathode voltage is between 10 ns and 25 ns
from zero to peak for charging voltage s between 150 kV and 200 kV.

3.1. 2 Diagnostics

The diagnostics for the electron gun itself consist of a B loop and voltage
divider to indicate the current and voltage waveform s in the Marx circuit
and a current probe and pressure transducers to measure the current
density and pressure rise inside the anode. The signals we re monitored
simultaneously on HP Model 454A oscilloscopes with 20 MHz bandwidth.

3. 1.2. 1 B Loop

The ~ loop consists of a single turn of wire located near the grounded
terminal of the lower Marx capacitor (Figure 5). The voltage measured
ac ross a 50Q terminator is proportional to the current flowing in the drive r
circuit. Typical waveforms are indicated in Figure 6. The damped sinu-
soidal behavior indicate s that only a fraction of the stored energy is dissi-
pated in the diode . This fraction varie s from 0. 79 to 0. 85.

3. 1. 2 . 2 Voltage Divider

A schematic of the voltage divider used to measure cathode voltage is shown
in Figure 7. The 1. 2 kQ variable resistor is a plastic tube filled with coppe r

10
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Figure 7. Schematic of the Cathode Voltage Divider
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sulfate . The fixed resistors are carbon. The divider was pulse-calibrated

by discharging a 0. 001 jiF capacitor charged to 24 kV. The charging voltage

was measured with an electrostatic voltmeter. The cathode voltage wave-

forms unde r typical charging conditions are shown in Figure 6. The cu rves

indicate full diode closure in about 450 ns • Thi s corresponds to a closure

velocity of 7 cm/I1.s.

3. 1.2 . 3 Current Probe

A cylindr ical current probe was designed in order to average out the azi-
muthal variations in current density caused by the finite numbe r of cathode
blades. It consists of a 0. 15 cm x 2. 13 cm diameter cylinder of aluminum

sandwiched between two pieces of dielectric material (Figure 8). A single

layer of Scotch brand mag ic mending tape is wrappe d around the outside sur -

face. The probe is mounted on a metal rod which is inserte d into one end of

the anode. The signal is terminated in a 50Q resistor and read out on an
oscilloscope. Typical waveforms are shown in Figure 9.

3.1. 2 . 4  Pressure Transducers

A pair of pressure transducers were mounted 3 cm apart in a block of Lucite

affixed to one end of the high-pressure cell (Figure 10). The pressure dia-

phragm amplifiers were set to 50 psi/volt and the signal fed into an oscillo-

scope . A representative trace obtained in argon at 35 psi is shown in

Figure 11 on four different time scale s. On the fast scale, the time interval

between arrival of the first pressure pulse at the two detectors is 0. 09 ms ,

indicating a sound speed of about 330 rn/s at this temperature. The second

pulse in each trace is due to reflection from the back wall of the Lucite

cylinder.

The 1 ms/div time scale indicate s a series of double peaks , with a 3. 5 ms

periodicity. The major peaks represent the two compression waves origi-

nating from opposite ends of the excitation reg ion. The 5 ms/div time

14 
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scale shows the gradual rise and fall of the baseline pressure as hot gas

move s into the measurement region. The slowest scale shows the gradual

attenuation of the pressure wave s as they cycle around inside the high-

pressure cell.

3. 1. 3 Ene rgy Deposition

In order to determine the laser efficiency, it is necessary to know how much

of the energy stored in the Marx bank is actually deposited in the gas . Two

methods were employed: (1) The power density was inferred from the mea-

sured current density and the known stopping powe r of the laser mixture, and

then integrated over the puiselength and excited volume. (2)  The pressure

rise inside the anode was determined from the measured strength of the corn-

pression wave leaving the excitation reg ion and then translated into an energy

density.

3. 1. 3. 1 Current Density Measurements

The e -beam current density as a function of axial position is shown in Figure

12 for two different charging voltages . The peaks at each end of the excita-

tion region are due to pinching of the electron beam . The linear stopping

power of a 5% Kr 95% Ar mixture for 300 keV electrons is 2 . 94 keV/cm/atm .

For 400 keY electrons it is 2. 70 keV/crn/ath-~. The measurements and

Monte Carlo calculations carried out at Livermore indicate that the effective

stopping power at the foil is actually about 3 times this value due to scatte r-

ing in the gas. From the foil, the energy deposit~on fall s off linearly at

first  with a zero intercept at about 0. 62 of the initial residual r ange. The

average stopping powe r is found by integrating this function over the circular

cross section of the anode. The energy deposition is equal to the average

stopping power times the average current density times the pulsewidth

(140 ns). Typical values are shown in Table I as a function of total pressure

and charging voltage .

19
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Figure 12. Current Density Through the Anode Foil

Table I. Energy Deposition in the Coaxial E-Beam Laser
-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Charging Vol(age
150 kV 175 kV 200 kV

pressure 
__________________________________________________________

35 ps1 146J12 185J1Q 223J12

45 ps~ 179 JIQ 229J1Q 278J1Q

current densIty 2
l4Afcm 2 IBAfcm2 22A~cm

20
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3. 1. 3. 2 Pressure Measurements

The strength of the compression wave reaching the first  detector is related
to the pressure rise in the excitation reg ion, ~p, by the basic shock tube 

-

equation. For the weak shocks experienced in this experiment, the pre s -
sure rise ac ross the first  compression wave was roughly equal to ~p/Z . For
the case shown in Figure 11, we get ~p = 10 psi. The thermal energy den-

sity in argon at atmospheric pressure is 152 J/~~, so that a pressure rise

from 35 psi to 45 psi corresponds to 103 J/L of thermal energy deposited.
Since the fluorescence efficiency of argon is about 37% unde r these pumping
conditions, the total energy deposited by the e -beam should be 163 J/L.
This is in reasonable agreement with the value derived from the current

density measurements.

3. 1. 4 Laser Expe riments

For the laser experiments, an optical cavity was fo rmed with two partially
reflecting mirrors  placed at eithe r end of the anode cylinde r in direct con-

tact with the laser gas . Special fluorine resistant coatings were necessary

to withstand the harsh environment. An alternative arrangement with AR
windows and external mirrors was not nearly as successful in te rm s of

energy extraction.

The optical output was measured with a pair of integrating pyroelectric

jou lemeters. A beam splitter was used to dive rt 10% of the output from

one end into a fast planar photodiode to show the temporal behavior of the

laser pulse (Figure 13(a)). The laser pulsewidth from KrF  was typically

125 ns with an e -beam current pulsewidth of 140 ns . The laser burn
pattern (Figure 13(b)) indicate s that the entire excited volume was lasing.

The beam divergence was typically 10 mrad.

21
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3.1 .4. 1 XeF Results

Expe riments on XeF using the coaxial e -gun were carried out using only

one gas mixture, 0. 4% NF3, 10% Xe, 89. 6% Ar. No attempt was made to

optimize the mix or the total pressure . The charging voltage was 200 kV

at 32 psi total pressure . Laser output was 80 inJ in a 90 ns wide pulse.

3.1. 4.2 KrF Results

Sever al mixtures were tested containing argon , krypton, and fluorine ove r

a range of pressures and charging voltages. The output couplers we re 50%

and 70% reflecting. The results are presented in Table II.

The largest energy extracted from KrF was 3. 3 J. This was achieved at

45 psi total pressure in a mixture containing 0. 3% F2, 4. 7% Kr , and 95%

Ar. The Marx bank was charged to 200 kV. The estimated energy deposi-

tion was (Table 1) 278 J/ t  x 0. 1012 = 28 3 for a laser efficiency of 11. 9%.

Since 400 J was stored in the Marx , the wall-plug efficiency is 0. 8%.

In a mix with less fluorine , 0. 2%, the maximum energy was 2. 55 J at 45

psi and 175 kV charg ing. In this case the deposited energy was 23 J for a

laser efficiency of 11.1%. In the same mix at 35 psi and l7~, kV , the best

shot was 2 . 26 J for a 12 . 1% efficiency. This gas mixture was not tried at
200 kV charging .

The burn pattern in Figure 13 and the current density traces in Figure 12

indicate that the active volume was close to the geometrical value of 0. 101 2.

Thus , under the best conditions, the laser was operating at 33 J I t  with a

12% efficiency based on energy deposited.

23
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Table II. Expe rimental Data for KrF in the Coaxial E-Gun Laser

Charging Voltage Total Pressure 
( 

Laser Output

F2 :Kr:Ar 1:52:1034
4

175 kV 35 psi 0 .85 J

175 kV 4o psi l . l 3 J

175 kV 45 psi 1.27 3

175 kV 50 psi 1.37 3

F2 :Kr :Ar = 1:26:517

175 kV 35 psi 2 . 26 J

175 kV 45 psi 2 . 55 J

F2 :Kr:Ar = 1:17:345

200 kV 45 psi I ~~~- - ~~~~~ ~~

F2 :Kr :Ar = 1:13:258

200 kV 45 psi 2 . 38 J

-

~ 

• 
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3. 2 E -Beam Sustained Discharge Laser

An extensive experimental study of KrF  was conducted using an e -beam

controlled, discharge pumped laser which delivered 3. 2 J of energy from

a 0. 12 2 volume with 11% efficiency.

3.2 .1 Apparatus

The device is pictured in Figure 14. The overall dimensions of the d e c  -

tron gun and laser plenum are 175 cm x 61 cm x 46 cm. This consists of

a 122 cm x 61 cm x 46 cm oil tank housing the Marx circuitry, a 42 cm

diameter x 38 cm long lead cylinder enclosing the gun diode , and a 15 cm

diameter x 42 cm long cylindrical laser plenum.

The laser plenum is rated at 10 atm and is completely halogen compatible.

Only teflon, aluminum and stainless steel are used . Great care has been

exercised to assure reproducible concentrations of the halogens within

the laser mixture so that accurate expe rimental data would be obtained.

Standard high vacuum practices were followed with the entire gas handling

system to guarantee clean laser gases of known concentration.

3.2 .1.1 Electron Gun

The cold cathode electron gun has a 22 cm x 4 cm aperture whose normal

is perpendicular to the optical axis. A ladder-like structure, supporting a

1 mil titanium foil , acts as the anode . The cathode consists of a single

blade mounted on a cylindrical rod . The A-K spacing can be adjusted accu-

rately between 1 cm and 4 cm by turning a threaded shaft .

The gun is driven by a 3-stage Marx circuit with an ene rgy storage of

225 J (or 450 J) at a charging voltage of 100 kV. (The larger energy stor-

age was used in an effort to lengthen the excitation pulse. See Section

3. 2 .3 . )  Three 0. 015 ii. F (or 0.03 ~iF) capacitors are connected by spark

25
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gaps , as shown in Figure 15. The lowe r gap is exhausted to trigger the

circuit and the Marx erects in about 10 ns. The following table summa-

rizes the gun performance:

Electron Beam Cross Section = 22 cm x 4 cm

Electron Beam Energy = 300 keV

Transmitted Current Density = 5 -40 A/cm2

Pulse Duration = 150-300 ns
I

3. 2 . 1. 2 Discharge Circuit

The e -gun foil forms the positive discharge electrode while a modified

Rogowski -profiled aluminum bar fo rm s the discharge cathode. A diagram

of the electrodes and the di scharge circuit is shown in Figure 16. Energy

stored in the discharge capacitor is switched on to the cathode at the same

instant that the e -gun is energized . This synchronization is achieved by

triggering the spark gap switch with a signal from the second stage of the

Marx circuit (Figure 15).

The discharge capacitor is 0. 225 ~ F and can be charged up to 30 kV, for a

stored energy of 101 3. The circuit inductance was measured by placing an

aluminum block between the electrodes and measuring the ringing frequency.

A value of 160 nH was obtained .

3.2.1.3 Optics

The optical cavity is formed by a partial reflector (77%) and a total reflector

(98%) mounted 50 cm apart on the ends of the laser plenum (Figure 17). The
- stable resonator quartz optics also serve as the plenum pressure windows,

thereby reducing the absorption losses which would be introduced by separate

windows . The laser output is directed through a beam splitter into a Gen-Tec

calorimeter which was calibrated at2.65V/J.  The beam splitte r diverts 10%

of the output through a series of neutral density filters onto a photodiode to

show the temporal behavior of the pulse.
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• Figure 15. 3 -Stage Marx Circuit
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Marx Voltage 300 kV

5 - 40 A/c m 2

Pulselength 250 ns
Extracted Volume 100 - 200 cm 3

S

Figure 16. Discharge Circuit and Diagnostics
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3.2 .2 Diagnostics

The electrical diagnostics include : (1) a B loop to monitor the Marx

current and to trigger the oscilloscopes, (2) a planar Faraday probe

to measure transmitted e -beam current density, (3) a low-impedance

discharge voltage monitor , and (4) a Pearson coil to measure discharge

current. The optical diagnostics consist of a planar photodiode and a Gen-.

Tec joulemeter. Five oscilloscopes we re used to simultaneously record

these signals on each shot. The Faraday probe measurements were taken

in a separate set of runs .

3.2.2 .1 Faraday Probe

The electron beam current density was measured with Faraday probes de-

signed and fabricated at NRTC . Each probe consists of a 0. 36 cm diameter

coppe r rod approximately 10 cm long. A 0. 63 cm outside diameter stain -
- - 1.ess steel tube, coaxial with the coppe r rod, acts as a shield. Insulation

between the center rod and shield is provided by a Pyrex tube. The end of

the probe is finished by sealing the joints between the coppe r, stainless

steel and Pyrex with HYSOL EPOXIPATC H and lapping flat after the epoxy

has hardened. The othe r end is terminated with a BNC fittGig~ — -.~5igna1s

from the Faraday probe s are recorded with an oscilloscope using voltag~~-- - -

attenuators, as needed, and a 50Q termination. A typical calibration factor - - - - - -

for one of these probes is 240 mA/V .

Beam current measurements are usually made in air a few millimeters

from the foil. When these probes are used in air , or othe r such gas , a

single layer of Scotch brand magic mending tape is placed over the end.

Thi s prevents shorting between the probe and shield caused by the gas

plasma.
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3. 2 .2 .2 Discharge Current

Total discharge current is measured with a pulse current transformer in

the ground return path of the discharge circuit, as shown in Figure 16.
These cur rent t ransformers , manufactured by Pearson Electronic s, have
a calibration factor of 0. 05 V/amp when a 509 termination is used at the
oscilloscope input.

3. 2 . 2 . 3 Discharge Voltage

Early in the program, discharge voltages were measured using a high im-
pedance resistive voltage divider just outside the feedthroughs to the dis -
charge electrode. This was found to be unsatisfactory due to effects caused

by inductive voltag e drops at the feedthroughs and stray capacitance. There -

fore, an alternative method, shown in Figure 16, was adopted. This tech-
nique uses a low resistance (35 Q )  ammonium sulfate resistor connected
between the discharge electrode and ground. Current through this resistor
is measured using the same type of pulse current transformer described

above for the discharge current measurement . Ohm ’s law is then used to
calculate the discharge voltage. Since the resistance of the plasma is
typically 1 Q or less , the additional 359 resistor connected in parallel has
lit tle effec t on the discharge .

3.2 .3 Laser Experiments

- - 
In order to optim ize the per formance of the K rF laser , a number of experi-

- - ments were carried out ove r a wide range of pumping conditions, pre ssures ,

and gas mixtures. The specific goal s of that investigation were to determine

the enhancement due to discharge pumping and to maximize the efficiency

and energy extraction from a fixed volume. The re sults are presented below.

Typical experimental waveforms are shown in Figure 18. (The timing pulse

at the right of each oscillogram was used for synchronization of the various
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signal s. )  The Marx current, as monitored by the ñ loop, shows some ring-

ing which indicates that not all of the stored energy is dissipated in the gun

diode. Measurement of the electron beam current density using a Faraday

probe indicates that about 60% of the energy stored in the Marx circuit is

delive red to the beam. Of this energy, 10% is absorbed by the foil support

structure, 15% of the rest is lost in the foil, and with three atmospheres of

argon in a 2 cm electrode gap, about 15% of the energy corning through the

foil is absorbed by the gas . With two atmospheres of argon , only 10% of

the energy is absorbed; the rest hits the anode and is lost . The net energy

deposition is therefore 7% in three atmospheres and 5% in two atmospheres

of argon.

The discharge voltage, V (Figure 18), rises roughly proportional to the

discharge current, I, for the first 200 ns , indicating that the impedance,

which is dete rmined by the e -beam current density, is fairly constant during
thi s period. The voltage then drops suddenly while the current continue s to

r ise , signaling a breakdown of the discharge impedance. It will be shown in

Section 5. 1 that this breakdown is a volume runaway caused by two-step

ionization which occurs at a well -defined value of E/N  (the ratio of electric

field streng th to neutral number density). As the charg ing voltage is increased,
the discharge voltage rises more rapidly (E (o) = R D V I L)  but the peak volt-

age remains the same. Unde r the best condition s, the voltage breakdown

occurs near the peak of the first  half cycle . The discharge energy deposited

in the gas is therefore,

e = V I T / 2d p p

where V and I are the peak voltage and current , respectively, and T is
the pulselength.

The laser pulse is typically 50 to 100 ns shorte r than the c -beam or di s-
charge pulse because of the time required to reach laser threshold. This
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time is dependent on the current rise times in both the gun and the discharge

which are proportional to the charging voltages. The laser pulse terminates

sharply with the onset of the ionization instability mentioned previously,

even though there is still substantial pumping. This is believed to be due

to a rapid rise in the concentration of molecular ions , A4 and 1(4, which

are strong absorbers at the laser wavelength.

The highest laser output energy of 3. 2 3 from Kr? was achieved w ith a gas

mixture containing 0. 14% F2, 4. 5% Kr , and 95 . 4% Ar at a total pressure of

45 psi . The large Marx capacitors (0. 03 ~iF) were charged to 100 kV, and

the discharge capacitor (0 . 22 1iF) was charged to 25 kV. The A-K spacing

in the gun was 1.75 cm and in the discharge was 2 cm. The output wave-

form s are shown in Figure 19. The e -beani current density unde r these con-

ditions was checked before and afte r the laser shot and indicated 40 A/ cm 2

with a pulselength of 220 ns. The maximum discharge voltage and current

we re 4. 5 kV and 20 kA respectively. The 3. 2 J output came in a pulse 160 ns

wide (FWHM), for an average power of 20 MW. The burn pattern, shown in

Figure 20 , indicate s an extracted area of 5. 6 cm 2
. Since the output coupler

was an 80% reflector, the intracavity intensity must have been 18 MW/cm 2

or about eight times the saturation intensity. The specific energy extracted

from a volume of 112 cm 3 was 29 JR .

• Unde r the same conditions as above , the c -beam alone gave 1. 9 J laser out-

put for a specific energy of 17 J/L. The stopping powe r of the laser gas was

• 7. 4 kY/ cm/ atm (including a facto r of 3 to account for the effects of electron

scattering)  which give s a deposite d energy of

e = 7. 4 kY/cm/atm 3 atm • 40 A/cm 2 . 220eb

= 195 JR

Thus the laser efficiency with pure e -beam pumping was

~eb = 17 J /L / l 9 5  JR = 9%
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The discharge power density can be found by integrating under the current -
voltage waveforms of Figure 19 up to the termination of the laser pulse.
This gives

= 2. 25 kY/cm . 250 A/cm
2 . 220 ns

= 79 J/L

The laser efficiency for the combined e -beam puls discharge pumping was
therefore,

- 29J/f
= 195 J/ L+  79 JR 

= 11%

The efficiency for converting discharge power into laser output can be defined
as the increase in extracted energy when the discharge is added, divided by
the added energy, i.e .

— 
29 J/L - 17 3Lt  

— l5~’d — 

79 J 1L —

The discharge efficiency is composed of a power conversion efficiency from
*electrical power to the KrF upper laser level multiplied by the extraction

or cavity efficiency. The first of these is found in Section 4. 1 to be 36% for
the present conditions, while the second is derived in Section 4. 3 and is
given in Equation (14). For a ratio of absorption to gain of 0. 12 (Figure 32),
the optimum extraction efficiency is 43% for an overall discharge efficiency
of 15%, which is in excellent agreement with the measured value.

The discharge enhancement factor is defined as the ratio of total energy
deposited (e -beam + discharge ) to the ener gy deposited by the c -beam. In
the present case , this factor was 1. 4. In light of the greate r laser efficiency
with discharge pumping, an effort was made to increase this value by reduc-
ing the c-beam current density and increasing the pulselength. The results

are shown in Figure 21.
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3.3 Additional Discharge Laser Candidates

Northrop has studied a variety of c -beam pumped rare gas halide and tran s -

fer lasers, which are discussed in this section. These molecules appear to

be good candidates for e -beam controlled discharge pumping and can be used

in the same laser device as KrF. The most promising candidates appear to

be the xenon halide lasers and the Ar-I2 transfer laser. A review of these

candidate s is presented in this section.

3. 3. 1 Xenon Halide Lasers

Recently, Yelazco and Setser9 predicted that the xenon halides might be

good laser candidates in the near uv spectral region. Northrop verified the

prediction in the development of e -beam pumped XeF, 1 XeCl ,
5 

and XeBr
5

lasers . Figure 22 ehows the measured spectra of several rare gas halide

lasers.

The experimental arrangement for the xenon halide studies was similar to

that described for KrF in Section 3. 1. High power laser emission was

observed from xenon fluoride at 351. 1 and 353. 1 tim. A peak laser power

of 0. 5 MW was obtained by using a mixture of Ar , Xe , and NF3 in the ratio

of 250:25:1 at a total pressure of 1.7 atm. Using a coaxial electron gun,

80 mJ was obtained in a 100 ns pulse. An oscillogram of the laser pulse is

shown in Figure 23 .

The high pressure emission spectrum , shown in Figure 22 , is similar to
9 *those reported by Velazco and Setser for XeF at low pressures, except

that diffuse continuum on the long wavelength side is completely missing

at higher pressures. The 350 nm band of XeF* is thought to be due 9 to

transitions from a coulombic upper 2~ + state to a weakly bound ground

state . Strong XeF emission appears as two intense sharp bands at 351. 1 nm

and 353 . 1 nm , each about 0.25 nm wide and nearly equal in intensity. It
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appears that XeF does not accumulate since no drastic reduction in intensity

was observed in successive shots. This is probably due to the reaction of

ground state XeF with NF 2 to reform NF3 and Xe . Such chemical removal

may prevent ‘1bottlenecking ” and improve long pulse laser operation .

Production of XeF* in a direct reaction of the xenon metastable atom
Xe* ( 3P2 ) with a halogen containing molecule is well known? since it is

very similar to the reaction of an alkali metal atom with a halogen form-
ing an alkali halide. Relevant reactions are shown in Table UI. In c-beam
excited Xe gas , Xe * metastables are formed via Xe+, since the primary

A mechanism of energy deposition by the high energy (H. E . )  electrons of the
• . . +e-beam is by ion-electron pair production. Ar created by high energy

elec trons is quickly converted to Ar * by Reactions 2 and 3. At the above
pressures, formation of Xe* from Ar * by Reaction 6 is favored in contrast

* *to the formation of either Ar 2 or ArF by Reactions 4 and 5, respectively.

Even if the rate of Reaction 5 was somewhat higher than estimated, the
rate of formation of ArF * would still be low since the numbe r density
of Xe is an order of magnitude higher than that of NF

3
. The 10% concen-

tration of Xe also directly absorbs an additional 30% energy since its
stopping power is nearly three times higher than Ar. Additional Xe+ pro-
duced in this way is also converted into Xe * by a mechanism similar to
that of Ar.

Conversion of Xe * into XeF* by Reaction 8 clearly predominates at these
pressures compared to excimer formation given by Reaction 7. Severe
quenching of XeF~ presumably by either NF3, NF2(Reactj on 9) . or Xe is
the mos t important loss mechanism, which must be preven ted to ob tain
an efficient laser operation. Such behavior appears 13 

to be generally
true for moat halogen containing molecules. Thi s suggests that the mole
f raction of NF3 should be as small as possible. On the other hand , a
favorable rate of formation of XeF* and the gain necessary for laser opera-
tion require a certain minimum conc entration of NF3.
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Similar results we re obtained for XeCl and XeBr. A summary of xenon

halide laser output is found in Table IV. These molecules should make

good discharge pumped laser candidates.

3.3. 2 Ar-I2 Transfer Laser

E-beam pumping of noble gases at high pressure s has been ve ry useful
for the efficient production of electronically excited rare gas metastable s.

• These species may subsequently serve as a pump for some appropriate

acceptor laser molecule. This concept was demonstrated at Northrop 14

• by the operation of an Ar -N 2 transfe r laser . Howeve r , efficiencies greater

than 3% have not been possible due to an unfavorable branching ratio to the

upper laser state of the N 2 second posi tive transition.

Tellinghuisen 15 has suggested tha t 12 could be utilized as a tunable uv laser .
16 .McCuske r has shown that the fluorescence yield of c -beam produced Ar

6transfe r to 12 is 70%. Subsequent experiments at Northrop demonstrated
Ar -I2 transfer lase r operation at 342 nm. The laser developed a peak out-

put powe r of 3. 6 MW in a 10 ns pulse. Experiments were performed at

room tempe rature . Since a heated gas cell is necessary to obtain sufficient

concentrations of 12 vapo r fro m solid iodine , excited 12 molec ules were

obtained from an c -beam pumped mixture of Ar and CF3I (250:1) at 10 atm .
12 fluorescence spectra at 342 nm obtained from this mixture was identical

to that of Ar and 12 (3800:1) at 1 atm.

The experimental arrangement was similar to that used with KrF , discussed

ear lier in Section 3. 1. A Physics Inte rnational Pulserad l lOA electron

gun provided the 2 x 10 cm, 1 MeV , 20 kA , 20 ns electron beam. The

resonato r was formed by a total reflecto r with an 85% reflecting output

coupler containing an extraction volume of 30 cm 3
.
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Table IV.

XeF Ar:Xe:NF~ 250:25:1 1,7  atm
•5.I

500 kW, 10 ns

351. 1 and 353. 1 urn

XeCl Ar:Xe:Cl2 560:62:1 3.4 atm

18 kW, 10 ns

308 nm

XeBr Ar:Xe:CF3Br 700:75:1 2 atm

45 kw, lO ris
282 nm
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Laser and fluorescence output intensities were measured with an ITT FW

ll4A photodiode in conj unction with a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope. An

oscillogram of the laser pulse is shown in Figure 24. Laser output energy

was measured by a Gen Tec model ED 200 integrating pyroelectric detector.

A SPEX 1800 l m  Czerny-Turne r spectrograph was used for spectral

measurements.  The f luorescence spectrum of I~ is shown in Figure 25(a).

The laser spectrum is shown in Figure 25(b) . Assignments of these line s

are given in Table V.

Several Ar - I 2 transfe r mechanisms
6’ ~ have been proposed to explain the

formation of 12 in the observed time delay between initiation of excitation

and laser onset. Most proposed mechanisms depend on 1 as the major-

ity negative charge carrier with subsequent Thompson three-body recom-

bination to form 12
*:

+ - *I + 1  + A r  ~~~~~ + A r

It is not very probable that 1 is the majority negative car r ie r.  A more
* *plausible mechanism for 12 production uses Ar as the p recursor  and

is shown below:
* *A r + R-I ~ Ar + R + I

* *I + R-I  - I~ + R

where R is an organic radical such as CF
3 

or H. The partial  p r e s su re s

of Ar * and CF
3I will allow a sufficient number of collisions to form 12

*

within the Z Ons  delay as shown in Figure 24.

The Ar-I2 transfer laser is very promising for discharge pumping. Iodine

donors, such as HI or CF
3
I, have lower electron attachment than F2.

They are also much less corrosive. In preliminary discharge studies

of Ar-I2, 63 mJ was obtained in a 150 ns pulse at 342 nm using a mixture
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Figure 24. Laser pulse from a mixture of 11 Torr
CF3I and 4 atm Ar with total reflectors
(— .99%). The time scale is 20 nsec/div.
Note the delay between the initiation of
excitation (indicated by the wide line)
and laser onset. This delay was observed
to decrease considerably at higher Ar
pressure.
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Table V. 12 Transitions

a i ”Fluorescence v -v Laser
A (nrn ) A(nm )

341.861 0— 12
342.0 *0. 1

341. 920 2-15

342. 199 . 3-17 342 .3

342 .335 1-14 342 .4

342. 682 2-16
342 . 8

342. 723 0-13

a. Tellinghuisen (private communication).

-1
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of Ar and HI (310:1) at a total pressure of 4 atm. The advantages of
Ar-I2 are summarized in Table VI.

I
Table VI. Advantages of the Ar -I2 T ransfer Laser

4 • High Quantum Efficiency

30% for Discharge Pumping

• Favorable Atmospheric Tran smission

Characteristics at 342 nm

• Low Electron Attachment

• Ease of Gas Handling

S.
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4.0 ANALYTICAL MODELING

4. 1 Electron Kinetics in the KrF Laser

Since discharge pumping of KrF* has been denionstrated17 
to be more effi-

cient than c -beam pumping, it is desirable to load as much energy into the
discharge as possible. An analysis of the limit of energy loading and the

laser efficiency requires an understanding of the electron and excited-state

kinetics in the discharge. If the ratio of metastable density to ground state

neutral density, m/N ,  is lO~~ or less , then electron-metastable collisions *

have a negligible effect on the electron energy distribution18 and the d e c  -

tron kinetics can be decoupled from the excited-state chemistry model.
This allows a parameter study to be made of electron transport and excita-
tion processes in the KrF laser which can be used as input to a complete
laser model including optical resonator and exte rnal circuit. 19

The following discussion will emphasize the importance of including colli-
sions between electrons via a screened Coulomb potential in the Boltzmann
analysis of the heavy rare gases . At fractional electron densities typical
of c -beam sustained KrF laser discharges (n/N = 3 x 10

.6 
- 3 x l0~~~) these

collisions appreciably alter both the electron mobility and the rate constants
for excitation and ionization. Because of the sensitivity of the high energy
tail of the electron energy distribution (Figure 26), the effect of electron -
electron collisions is most significant for those processes with the highest
threshold energie s. The reason electron -electron collisions are not im-

portant in modeling the CO and CO2 lasers is that the pumping occurs at

much lower ene rgies and typical values of n/N  are only 10 • These colli-

sions must be considered, however , in analyzing discharge stability,

because of the large effect on ionization rates.

The method employed in this study to solve the Boltzmann transport equa-
tion has been described previously. 

20 
The contribution to the collision
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Figure 26. Electron Energy Distribution in Ar -Kr
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te rm arising from Coulomb collisions between electrons is derived by

Shkarofsky, et al. 21 
The value of m i t  is taken to be 10, whe re A is the ratio

of Debye length to the impact parameter for a 900 deflection . The momen-
22 .turn transfer cross sections used are those of Milloy, et al in argon and

Frost and Phelps
23 

in krypton. The cross sections for electronic excitation

were measured by Schaper and Scheibner , 24 
and the normalization checked

by Jacob, et al. 25 
The data of Rapp, et a1

26 
were used for ionization of

ground state atoms.

It is assumed that the effect of fluorine on the electron energy distribution

is negligible for concentrations below a few tenths of one percent. The cross

sections for direct vibrational and rotational excitation are expected to be
27small in analogy with O

~ . 
The resonant process should lead to negative

ion production via dissociative attachment. The cross section for attach-

ment of electrons to F2 has recently been measured by Mahadevan, et al. 28

Using this cross section, the effect of F
a on the electron ene rgy distribu-

tion was found to be small, except at low values of E/N and n/N. Unde r

normal operating conditions then, the attachment rate is proportional to the
fluorine concentration and can be found from the measured cross section

and the solutions of Boltzmann ’s equation in the rare gas mixture.

Because of the importance of electron-electron collisions , EIN is no
longer the sole parameter characterizing the electron energy distribution
in a given gas mixture. The fractional ionization , n/N , must be specified
as well. If the fractional metastable density, m/N , is less than l0~~~, it
is not an important parameter. Since the largest fractional metastable
density consistent with stable discharge operation is about 3 x l0~~~, the
effects of superelastic collisions and metastable ionization on the electron
energy distribution can be neglected. In a stable discharge , therefore, we
can completely characterize the electron propertie s in a given gas mixture
with the two parameters , EIN and n/N.
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The electron drift velocity and mean energy are plotted in Figure 27 as

a function of E/N for typical values of n/N  in a 95% Ar 5% Kr mixture.

The curves labeled n/N = 0 apply to fractional ionizations below about l0~~~,

The drift  velocity is found to be more than a factor of two higher at typical
electron densities than it is at low electron density where electron-electron

collisions are unimportant. The calculated drift  velocity in pure argon
with n/N  0 agrees within 5% with the experimental data of Pack , et al, 29

30 . 31 -19 2Robertson, and Brambring over the E/N  range from 10 Vcm to
-15 2 . . . . . 210 Vcm . The powe r loadin g into the discharge is given by E • J = eN

v (.
~~

... .j~ ..\ ~~ . As a result of the n /N dependence of y
e, this

N ~~~ N / N
function will increase faster than linearly with n /N at constant E/N.

All the energy which goes into the discharge is converted throug h various

channels into heat , electronic excitation or ionization of the gas. The
dominant processes include heating by momentum transfer in elasti c
collisions and excitation of various electroni c states in argon and krypton.
The cross sections for excitation of these electronic states are lumped
together for each gas and represent an effective cross section for pro-

duction of the meta stable. The fractional power into each of these chan-
nels is plotted in Figure 28 as a function of E / N  for typical values of n/N .

The power going into ionization of metastables and ground state atoms is
negligible in the parameter range considered here. The effect of electron-
electron collisions is dramatic in moving the range of efficient production

of metastables to lower values of E/N. This has a significant impact on

the predicted operating regime of the KrF laser.

The highest specific laser energy to date from an e -beam sustained dis -
-17 2 1 7charge in Ar -Kr-F2 was observed at an E/N = 3 x 10 Vcm . The

measured discharge efficiency was 20%, and yet without electron-electron

collisions the theory would predict virtually no pumping of metastable

states by the discharge -at this E/N.
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Figure 27. Electron Drift Velocity and Mean Energy
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The quantum efficiency for producing KrF * can be derived from the

power partitioning curves by defining ,~ = 
h~ [f ( A r~ ) / 11. 8 eV +

f(Kr *) / 9.9  eV] . The numerator • in each term is the fraction of discharge

power going into the metastable and the denominator is the energy of the

rnetastable. This function is plotted in Figure 29. At low E/ N  the efficiency

falls off because of elastic heating and at high E/N it approaches the quan-

turn efficiency of Ar * at 42%. The actual production efficiency will be

slightly less than thi s because the excitation is distributed over a number

of levels above the metastable. This correction will be least important

at low E/N where the electrons excite preferentially those states with the

lowest thresholds. Reactions which intercept the energy transfer from

the metastables to KrF * will als o reduce the production efficiency.

The maximum extraction efficiency for converting these upper laser

levels to laser photons is given approximately by a ~ 
where t is

output coupling and a is the round trip cavity absorption . For the device

in Referenc e 17 with a 50 cm cavity containing 4 torr F2
, a~~20%. With

t = 20%, the maximum extraction efficiency is 50%. From Figure 29 the
discharge efficiency at E/ N  = 3 x io 17 

Vcm
2 
and n/N = 3 x 10~~ is 36%.

The resulting net efficiency based on energy deposited in the discharge is

therefore 18% in good agreement with experiment. The efficiency would

appear to be a strong func tion of E/ N  and n/N .  However , operating con-

ditions in an c-beam sustained discharge are such that high electron

densities give r ise to low electric field strengths and consequently the
discharge efficiency is nearly constant.

In conclusion, we have presented a parametric study of the elect~ron kinetics
in an Ar-Kr- F

2 
discharge. It was found that E/N and n/N are the critical

parameters, while rn/N  and [F2] /N can be neg lected when they are smaller
than 10~~ and 10~~ respectively. Electron-electron collisions play a sig-

nificant role in increasing electron mobility and in raising the metastable
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production efficiency at low values of E/N. Any comprehensive model

of the rare gas halide lasers must include these effects.

4. 2 KrF Kinetics -

The kinetics which lead to the population of the KrF* state in an Ar-Kr-F
2

mixture have been investigated by SRI and others. The principal channels

under moderate c-beam pumping (<50  A/cm 2) proceed through the argon

ion and metastable states. At high current densitie s, the production

of Ar + and Ar * under c-beam excitation is roughl y 3.5 to 1 with a total

efficiency of 75%. The remaining 25% of the incident energy is lost via

radiation and elastic heating. At current densities less than 50 A/cm2

the principal neutralization process is ion-ion recombination, i. e.

X+ + F
_

+ M  ~ XF -i- M

X~~~+ F  ~ X F + X

These reactions are responsible for populating the KrF* and

Some of the ArF *, which is formed in the recombination of Ar + and Art ,
is converted to KrF * through the rep lacement reaction,

* *ArF + K r  ~~ KrF + A r

The rest  is lost via quenching and spontaneous emission. This loss

amounts to about 10% of the Ar + ions originally formed. Since it takes

about 26 eV to create each Ar + ion , the quantum efficiency for producing

KrF * at 5 eV from Ar + is 19%, and the net efficiency of the ion channel

is then 17%. Thi s, however neg lects the meta stables which are also

formed by e-bearn excitation. The same 26 eV which produced one ion

will also generate about 0. 3 metastables which have a 63% chance of

forming KrF*. This raises the overall efficiency for c-beam pumping
to 20%. The neutral channel processes will be discussed below.

Under discharge pumping of KrF , about 80% of the input powe r goes into excited

rare  gas states Ar * and Kr *. The remaining 20% is lost in ela stic scattering
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and dissociative attachment to F2. The ratio of Ar* to Kr* produced is
about two to one, Figure 28. Ve ry few ions are generated by the discharge.
There are two dominant channels for converting Ar * to KrF *, Figure 30

one throug h the ArF* state and the other throug h the Kr * state. With a

total p res su re  of three atmospheres and 0 . 17% F2, about 60% of the Ar *

react with F2 to form ArF*, which has a 55% chance of being converted

to KrF *. (At two atmospheres with the same percentage of F2, about 65%
of the Ar * go through thi s channel. ) About 37% of the Ar * undergo exci-

tation t ransfer  to Kr *, either directly or via Ar 2
*. The remaining 3% end

up as Ar 2F*. The Kr *, formed either throug h this channel or directly by
the discharge, have a 60% chance of producing KrF *. The other 40% go

into forming the rare gas dimers ArKr * and Kr 2
*. It is believed that

when these excited state s react with F2 about half of them produce KrF*

and the rest form the ArKrF* and Kr 2F* states. The resulting discharge
efficiency is summarized below.

Kr * 

C 

A r*

8~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
/

~~~~

KrF

Quantum
Efficiency 

~ j j ’o 42%

Net 10.6% 14. 3%

Sum I 25%~

The discharge pumping of KrF * is- slightly more efficient than pure e-beam

pumping based on energy deposited. However , wall-plug efficiency for the

c-beam device will be much less due to a 25% loss in the foil and foil

supports and up to 75% transmission through the plenum. The c-beam
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also produces molecular ions which absorb at the laser frequency. In a

practical device it is therefore desirable to achieve the highest possible

ratio between discharge and c-beam pumping consistent with long pulse

stability (see Section 5. 1).

The production rate of the KrF * state, R~ . can now be expressed as a

function of the input power. Thu s,

R~ hL’ = .25 
~~d + . 20 

~ eb (1)

where and 
~~eb are the discharge and c-beam power absorbed by the

gas. The loss of KrF* include s quenching by F2, spontaneous emission

and a three-body reaction leading to Kr 2F*. All of these processes will

be lumped into a single decay rate , l I T .  If the gain profile is homogen-

eously broadened , then the loss of KrF * by stimulated emission is pro-

portional to the laser intensity, I. The continuity equation for KrF * is

then

= R~ - N */ T  - O!IN */hV (2)

where o is the cross section for s timulated emission.

The stead y state population density is given by N * R~~/ ( l/ ~ + aI / hv ) .

In terms of the saturated gain , g =aN*, and the small signal gain , g0 =

R~~o-r . this becomes g = g 0 ( l+ I / I 5 ). The laser saturation intensity, ~~~~~~~
is the intensity at which stimulated emission equals quenching.

4. 3 Optical Resonator

As discussed in the previous section, for the case of homogeneous laser
transitions, the saturated gain coefficient g is related to the small signal

gain coefficient g0 by g = g0/ (1 + + t ) ,  where and ~ are the

laser intensities for the -fx and -x directions normalized to the saturation

intensit y. In addition to gain , the KrF laser medium contains several

species which absorb at the laser frequency. This absorption is distributed
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throughout the cavity and may also show saturation effects . The species

which exhibi t gain and absorption in the KrF laser are listed in Table VII

along with their respective saturation intensities def ined as I = hv/ o r
where c~ is the optical cross section for stimulated emission or absorption

and T is the mean lifetime of the particle.

Table VU. 
~ (A 2 ) i•( n s)  I~ ( MW/cm 2 ) 

_________

• KrF* 1 3.6 2 . 2  3 atm

Ar 2
+ 0. 3 2. 8 9. 5 5% Kr

Kr 2
+ 0. 15 2 .8  19 0. 17% F2

0. 085 2 47 20 A/cm 2

F2 0. 00015 - -

The growth of laser intensity in the +x direction is governed by the equation, 
-

~ ____ 

g~ 
___________

8x = 
l + ~~~~+~~ 

- 1~ l + ( ~~+~~) ’s 
(3)

where I is the saturation intensity for stimulated emission and I is the
S S n

saturation intensity for the ~th absorbing species. Since the gain and
1 ~~~ 1 ~~~~..absorption are isotropic -r- a = - 

~~~~ ~~

— and consequently 
~~~ ~~

- 
=

const = 

~~
. Using this expression to relate to in Equation (3) we

* have , dropping the pluses,

1 ~~ 
g0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

— 
8 = 2 -E — 

2 i5 (4)
X 1 + 

~~ ~o ~~ 
n 1 + ~~~

If the cavity is defined by a perfect i~ef1ector at x = 0 and a partial with

reflectivity R at x =  L, then ~ (O) = and e(L) = When Equation (4)

is integrated from x=  0 to x=  L, an expression relating 
~~~~

‘ R, g , and
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is obtained in principle. Then the laser output intensity is given by

(1 - R) ~ (L) = 

~o (1 -

In practice a simple closed-form solution to Equation (4) is only obtained

if we approximate the distributed absorption as a lumped loss , a, in the

output mirror . Integrating Equation (4) without the absorption te rm we

obtain,

(~~ -~~o) +  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (L - = g x  (5)

Evaluating this at x = L with the boundary condition ~ (L) = ~~ /.i~/~~ give s,

(1 - R) = g L  - in (6)

The output intensity, defined as I~~~ = (1 - R-a)  ~ (L) I , is then

= ~ a . t (g L - in 
~~

) (7)

where t I - R -a is the transmissivity of the output mirror.

We now define the extraction efficiency, i~ , as the ratio of actual output
C 

*intensity to the intensity which would be obtained if every KrF generated

in the cavity re sulted in a photon leaving the output mirror. This maximum
intensity is ‘max = R~ Vhv/A = g L I 8, where is the generation rate per
unit volume of KrF*. The extraction efficiency from Equation (7) is then

t ( 1 -  ~ (8)c a + t  ‘~ g L R
0

In the KrF  laser, the approximation of lumped losses at the mirrors is not

very good , since the round trip absorption, a, often approaches unity and

the re sulting transmissivity, t, may go negative . Furthermore, the thresh-

I old gain derived from Equation (8) is independent of the absorption, a result

which is clearly unphysical if the absorption is distributed. For if gain

equal s absorption , the medium will certainly not lase even though Equation

(8) says it will if we chose the ri ght reflectivity.
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An approximation which yields more viable results in the presence of
large absorpti on losses is to assume that the intracavity intensity,
I = + ) I~ , is constant, independent of x . Equation (4) can now be
integrated readily to obtain , 1n( ~~/~ 0

) = ( g -a )  x, where g and a are the
saturated gain and absorption respectively. Applying the previous boundary
condition at x = L yields

1 
in - a - 

g0 
- 

a n
• 2L R g — 

1 + I/I s n 
~ + I/Ia

After multiplying both sides by c, this equation says that the rate at which
photons are being extracted from the cavity is equal to the difference
between the rate at which they are produced and the rate at which they
are absorbed . The output intensity is just the product of the extraction
rate and the number of photons in the cavity divided by the area of the
output aperture , A, i . e.

c 1 IV 1 I 1
‘out = -

~j 
in • —r . hi’ = in (10)

If ‘n >> I~ (see Table VU) then a E 0n and Equation (9) can be solved

for I directly. Thu s,
/ ,g~

I = I I — i J  (11)5 ‘ 1 1
-

and the output intensity is therefore,

I = ‘s /  l \  / 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  112out Un ‘~J 1 — l

• 2 \ R ,
2L R

The extraction efficiency analagous to Equation (8) is

= j f (In 
~ 

) (a + In ~ 

- _

~~

_

~~~ 

(13)

Thi s expression has been compared with the numerical solution of
Equation (4) and was found in good agreement for values of R down to 30%.
independent of a. In contrast to Equation (8) the thre shold gain is now a
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function of the distributed absorption. LI there is also some lumped absorp-
1 tion, a, in the optical components , this can be taken care of as before and

the final expression for extraction efficiency becomes ,

t 1 1 ’ 1 l~~= 
a + t  .IL.- (ln i) { 1 1 

- -

~~

-) (14)
0+ ~ j-ln -~ - o

If a << t the optimum reflectivity is given by

= - Q and the (15)

maximum extraction efficiency is , f rom Equation 14
max I 

_____

~~1-  
~~~~ )  

(16)

This function is plotted in Figure 32 .

In a practical device the mi r ro r s  cannot be placed directl y adjacent to
the gain region. Because of the electric field app lied to the discharge,
the mi r ro r s  must be set back a distance at least equal to the electrode
separation. Alternatively, windows may be used to contain the laser gas
and the mir rors  mounted externally. We must then define several
different  lengths and modif y our expression for the extraction efficiency
and optimum reflectivity. Let L remain the mir ror  separation and
define as the gain length and the length containing the ~ th absorbing
species. Then Equation (14) becomes

a ~~~ +(‘~~~) (
~~ ar~,n

1
+ ~ ~~

—

~
-)- 7 (17)

and the optimum reflectivity is ,

4 In 
4 

= 1g0 ~~ 
Ea n ln 

- E ~n (18)
n n
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5 .0  SCALING CONSIDERATI ONS -

5. 1 Discharge Stability

The glow discharge, which is an effective excitation technique for a variety

of gas lasers , is unstable at hi gh p ressures  unless sustained by an external
ionization source. In the self-sustained mode , the initial glow collapses into

a fi lamentary arc af ter  a time which depend s on the pressure  and discharge

power density . Thi s occurrenc e  can be prevented by keeping the discharge

in a regime where the principal ionization is supplied externally.

In the c-beam sustained KrF laser , a uniform g low can be maintained for

times up to a microsecond if the discharge voltage is kept below a well-

defined limit. Under heavy pumping conditions , the ionization of metas table
states becomes a signifi cant source of electrons.  When thi s two-stage

ionization exceeds ionization by the e-beam , the discharge goes into a vol-

ume runaway and arcs after a few hundred nanoseconds. In order to deter-

mine the limits of the stable operating reg ime , a simple KrF discharge
model is proposed as set forth in Figure 33.

The quantities S. and Sm are  the e-beam source terms for ions and meta-
stables respectively. The metastable ionization rate , kmi~ is approxi-
mately equal to 6 x io

_ 8 
cm

3sec ’. $ is the attachment rate to fluorine and
7 is the ion-ion recombination rate.  The continuity equations for the meta-

stables can be lumped together with a sing le density, m, because the

quenching rate , Q, and ionization rate , k mt i are fairly indepedent of

species. The rnetastable production rate , km, is then a weighted sum of

the production rates for  Ar * and Kr *. This rate is a strong function of
E/ N  and is plotted in Figure 34 for  several values of fractional ionization n/N.

Since the time constant for the external circuit , ,./i~~ 200-500 ns , is
typically large compared to that for equilibrium of the ion and metastable

_  --~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- — — - —
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Plasma Kinetics:

S1 + k,.~1 fl1fl - I3F2 n
I

—

~~~

-

~~

— 13F 2 ~ - “ i F_ (n + F_ )

Sm + km Nn - kmi mn - QF2 M

Discharge Circuft~

+ + I/ c a  0

I • eAnve + 1

Figure 33. Simple KrF Laser Model
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species densities, the equations for the latter can be solved in the quasi-

stead y-state approximation. The stability of the steady-state solution is

then found by applying a small perturbation with time depend enc e propor-

tional to exp(-iwt) and looking for positive imaginary eigenvalues of w .

When this is done for the equations in Figure 33, the resulting linearized sys-

tem for the perturbation on electron and metastable densities is ,

(iw + k .m -mi ~ ~~F2 ) i~ + kmino~~i = 0 (19)
S

(k N - k m )
~~ + ( iw - k .n - QF2 ) i~i = 0 (20)m m O  fl~~~~O

The eigenvaiues are then solutions of

S2 
+ QF2 + k .n - —

~~ 
QF - k n (

~ F - k N) = 0 (21)(4) +1W J n 2 mb 2 mm i o
0 0

Thu s 2w = -b ~ lb2 
- 4-c , where b is the coefficient of w in Equation 21,

and c is the constant term. Since b is positive imaginary, w will have a

positive imaginary part only if c > 0. The stability requirement is then,

S
QF > k .n (k N - F ) (22)

n 2 m i o  m 2
0

or
J$F2 sm <‘ rn = 1/2 
(k  . 

+ Q F ) ) w h e r eS= S . + S
a 

0 p 
mi 1. n-i

In the limit of low c-beam current density, the second term in parentheses
32is negligible and the condition for stability reduces to that found previously~

In its present form the maximum metastable density is a function of c-beam
source strength.

The stability criterion as presented in Equation (22) is not ve ry useful in
defining a practical operating regime since it involves the steady-state
metastable density, m .  In orde r to express this in terms of experimentally
definable parameters, we solve the steady- state equations for m . From

0
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Figure 33, n
0 

S
1
/ ( flF 2 - k

~~~m0). Using thi s in the equation for m, we

arr ive  at a quadratic equation for m0 with solutions ,

m = m ~~ \Jm~ - m~~, (23)

where

m
2 

= (Sm~~F2 + S.k N)/QF 2 kmi

If m~ < m , then two real solutions exist , one of which, m0 < ni~ is

stable and the other , m0 > m~ . is unstable. The stable solution is the

one which is reached f i r s t  as m increases from zero. Stability will  be

maintained as long as m ‘< m is satisfied.c p

A new stability criterion can n- ’w be written in the form of an upper limit

on E / N  or discharge voltage, i.e

k ( E  .!L\< 
k . Q F 2 1’ (

~~
‘
~ + 

s ~~2 
~~~~~ 

1 (24)
m \ N ’  N / S.N L 4 k~~~ QF2 )  

Qk~~ ~

The term on the ri ght side of the inequality is only weakly dependent on E/N .

The value of n /N  on the left is the steady-state fractional ionization at the point

where m = m and n = 2S1/ (  fl F2 - k .S/QF 2 ). For a given e-beam cur-

rent , gas density, N , and fluorine density, F2, we can use Fi gure 34 and

Equation (24) to establish the critical value of E/N above which the d ischarge

curren t  will run away. Experimentally, with the current  rise limited by circuit

inductance , thi s runaway is seen as a drop in discharge impedance and a

cessation of lasing .

In Figure 35 the critical value of E/N is plotted as a function of c-beam

power density for several values of to tal pressure and fluorine concen-

tration. The experimental points are taken from the current  and voltage

waveforms obtained on the 0. 1/device described in Section 3,2 . The

functional dependence of E/N °‘~~ is roughly E /N 
~ ~~eb 

~ for the

conditions indicated . The dependence of E /N on F2 concentration is
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Figure 35. Maximum E/N vs E-Beam Density
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likewise E/N  ~ F2
1 ~ and on total number density E / N  ~ N °

~ 
~~~

. These

expressions are only approximately valid within the range of parameters

given in Figure 35.

A subsidiary criterion for stability is evident from the expression for steady-

state electron density, i .e.

= 
flF 2 ~~~mimo 

(25)

In order for n to be positive, m must be less than flF /k . . If S/OF >o o 2 mi 2
$F2 /k mi 7 then Equation (25) becomes the limiting condition on E/N . How-

eve r , over the range of parameters considered he re , S/QF 2 is always less

than fiF /k2 ml

Knowing the value of E /N  at which the discharge becomes unstable , we can

determine the max imum discharge power loading under given operating

conditions . The discharge powe r density is given by 
~ d = . E = env E.

The electron drift velocity, v , was shown in Figure 27 as a function of
E/ N  and n/N .  Within the range , 1 Td < E / N  < 10 Td and 10~~ < ~ < 10~~ ,

N O .2  E O. 4 N
Ve can be approximated by Ve = b(~~~) 

1.4 

. Then 
~ d 

is given by

Pd ebN 2 (
~) (~

) (26)

For m < < r n ,  n/N is proportional to 
~eb~~

’
Z~ 

The maximum E/N is pro-

portional to 
~eb

0
~ 
~ F2N . Therefore 

~~d ~ ~eb° ~ F2
1’ 2 N ° ~~~. Wr iting

this in terms of the c-beam power density P b b N , we have
0.5 1.2 0.25 e e

~ d~~~
1
~eb F

2 N

The maximum discharge power density is proportional to the square root of
the e -beam power deposition. This means that the powe r enhancement
factor, is smaller at higher c-beam current densities. It is larger

at higher F2 concentrations and, in a given mixture, at higher total pressures.
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For overall system efficiency, it is desirable to have 
~ d~~~eb as large as

possible. In thi s respect then it is better to operate at low beam currents

and high F2 and tota l pressures.  The limitation in going to low c-beam

current  densities is that as the tota l powe r is reduced , the ratio of small

signal gain to absorption is less and extraction efficiency becomes poor .

Figure 32. The limitation on fluorine concentration arises from quench-

ing of the KrF* state and absorption by F
2 
and F .  At higher pressures

there is more three-body quenching of KrF* and increased formation of

the t r imers, Ar 2F*, ArKrF * and Kr 2F* by interception of energy channels

leading to KrF *. There is therefore an optimum choice of the parameters

N, F2, and f eb’ which will give the highest overall efficiency and laser

output.

5. 2 Scaling of the KrF Laser

The KrF laser has the greatest potential of all other candidates for scaling

to very high average powers in the near ultraviolet. The highest specific

energy (303/f ) and efficiency (10%) to date have been demonstrated in a

small device (0. 121) with an c-beam sustained discharge. In larger devices,

however , discharge loading has not been nearly as effective and in most

cases has been abandc~ned as a viable pumping technique. W e  believe tha t

efficient discharge pumping in large devices can be achieved and that this

represents the best alternative for a reasonably sized high average power
I

laser.

We have undertaken a systematic study of the electron kinetics, discharge

stability, c-beam deposition, and optical extraction in order to determine

the scalability of the KrF laser and to assess the r~’lative merits of c-beam

versus discharge pumping. We find that discharge powe r loading is limited

by the nonuniformity of c-beam deposition and by the ability of the external

circuit to couple energy into a low-impedance load . If the energy deposition

is made uniform through the use of opposed e-beam s and the device is opera-

ted at low beam currents to maximize the discharge impedance, then an
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extracted laser energy of 45J/2 can be achieved with 8% efficiency. This
is about a factor of three more energy than could be extracted with an

c-beam alone. The implications are that a much smaller device can be

built for a given average power wi th all the associated savings in optics ,

size and gas handling equipment.

The maximum discharge power loading, 
~ d’ consistent with stable, long -

pulse operation is proportional to the square root of the c-beam powe r

density, 
~~~ 

This relationship has been derived from a discharge stability

analysis (Section 5. 1) and has been confirmed experimentally. The stability
criterion for discharge pump’.ng is then,

< 
~
‘
~~e ’’

~ 
(27)

For the gas mixture 94. 8% Ar 5% Kr 0. 17% F
2 

at a total pr essure of 3 atm,

the constant, Y, is equal to 1.3 when and 
~~e are given in MW/cm 3.

The above condition must be satisfied at every point in the discharge or

two-stage ionization will lead to volume runaway and eventual arcing .

Another condition which must be satisfied in the discharge is current  con-

tinuity. Near the center of large planar electrodes,thj s implies constant

current  density along a field line , i. e.

= env
(*

, -

~~~

-) = const (28)

a
where E is the electric field strength and N is the gas density. Since

the electron density, n, is controlled by the c-beam deposition which

varies with distance from the foil , the electric field must compensate by

changing the electron drift  velocity, V .  Within the range , 1 Td < E/N
< lO T d  and ~o 6 

< n/N < 1 0 5
~ can be approximated by,

V b (i-) (—fl—) (29)
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The current density is then given by,

3d = eNb f-~~-) 
l • Z

( E )
O .4  

(30)

from which it is clear that along a field line E/N  must vary inversely
as the cube of n /N in order to keep the current density consr,ant.

Monte Carlo simulation studies and experimental measurements of the
c-beam energy deposition in gases show that the deposition falls off more
or less linearly away from the foil for the range of beam energies and
foil thicknesses considered here. This spatial dependence can be written
as ,

P (x) = 
~ eo 

[1 + ( r-1)x/ d  J (31)

where r is the rati o of the powe r density at a distance d from the foil to
the power density at the foil. The source density, S, for generating
electrons in the gas is related to the c-beam power density by S =

where W
~ is the energy dissipated in creating an electron-ion pair. (For

argon W1 = 26. 2 eV). Since the principal loss of electrons is by attach-
ment to fluorine , the electron density is given by,

= s/pF 2 = Pe/$F2Wi (32)

where ft is the attachment coefficient and F2 is the fluorine density.

4

The discharge power density is given by,

H ~~d NJ
d E/N (33)

and since is constant along a field line, 
~d varies directly as E/N.

From Equations 30 and 32 then, we see that must vary inversely as the
cube of P (Figure 36), or

e 
Pd( x )  = c [i  + ( r- l ) x / d J ~ (34)
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12 E 0.4
J eneve ~ 

. 

(i-) • const 
a

Then since • J E ~

and 
~eb °~ ne

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~eb0.5

1311 foIl foil

Figure 36. Discharge Current Continuity
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The constant c will now be chosen so that the stability criterion, Equation (27).

is satisfied throughout the discharge. It is clear from Equation (34) that the
condition is most likely to be violated at x = d. Therefore, we set

Pd(d) = Vpe
lIZ ( d )  or cr 3 

= Vr l
~~

2 p 1
~

’2 
so that c is given by

.., 7 /2  i/ ac = ‘r “eo The average c -beam and thscharge power densities can now

be found by integrating Equations (31) and (34) over x from 0 to d. Thus,

= 
~ eo~~’ 

+ r) /2 (35)

and

~~d = 
~~~eo r 3 2 ( 1+ r ) /2 (36)

If the discharge power is supplied by a simple capacitive discharge circuit,

where maximum power is reached at the end of the c-beam pulse, then the

discharge power averaged over time is just  half of tha t given in Equation (36).

The total energy dissipated in the laser is then,

~ in = 
~~
‘e + 1

~d ”2
~ ~p (37)

where r is the pulse length.

The quantum efficiency for converting c-beam energy into excited KrF is

hv  (1 + 6 )  /W. = 25%, where 6e is the fraction of excited state s produced

for every ion pair. (For argon 6 = 0. 29). The quantum efficiency for

converting discharge energy into KrF * states is 36% ( see Section 4. 1).

The actual conversion efficiencies are somewhat lower due to formation
4 

*of tr imers and the loss of ArF to quenching and spontaneous emission.

In an optimized gas mixture, conversion efficiencies of 
~e = 20% and 25%

can readi ly be achieved. These values are independent of input power

density. The average production rate of KrF* per unit volume, can

now be written,

R~ = 
~~ e~~e0 

+ 
~d ~~~~~~~ 

l/ 2 3/2 / 2 ) ( l  + r ) / 2 h p  (38)
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Since the ground state of KrF* is dissociative, the small-signal gain is
given by g0 = GN * 

= aR ’T , where a is the cross section for stimulated
emission and 7 is the total KrF* lifetime. Another way of writing thi s
relation is g = R hv/ 15, where I~ h V  fa r  is the saturation intensity.0 p 

33Using a spontaneous emission lifetime of 9 ns , a stimulated emission
cross section of 1.9 A 2 and the published fluorine and three -body
quenching rates34 of KrF*, the saturation intensity for the mixture 94. 8%
A r 5% Kr 0. 17% F

~ at 3 atm is 2 .6  MW/cm2
. The expression for the

average smal l- signal gain is then,

g0 = ~ ~ e~~eo + ‘
~d~

’
~~ eo 

1/2 r 3
~
’
~~~ 1. + r ) / 2 1  (39)

Since the discharge power density is greatest where the c-beam power den-
sity is at least, the sum of the two is fairly constant and the error in
using averaged quantities is minimal .

The laser output intensity is given in terms of the small-signal gain, the
gain length, 1, the mirror reflectivity, R, and the absorption in the laser
medium, a, by the expression, (see Section 4. 3),

I 
~ / g01out = -t ~~ — 

(,,,, 

- 

1) 
(40)

a +  2f n R

This expression has been compared wi th an exact numerical solution of
the cavity equations , and was found in good agreement for values of R
down to 30%.

The maximum output intensity corresponding to complete extraction of all
laser photons is

I = R hV V/A = g / i  (41)max p o s



so the extraction efficiency can be defined as ,

17ext 
- ‘out”max - in 

~ (a  + i.n 
- 

g
’ 

) 

(42)

The optimum reflectivity is found from Equation (42 ) to be

= ~/~j - a  (43)
I

which correspond s to a maximum extraction efficiency of

_ _  

2max a17ext = 

(

‘
1 - ~Lg0 ) (44)

The extracted laser energy density t out can now be written as

C = 17 R hv r
- • out ext p p

Absorption in the laser medium is made up of two types: 1) static absorp-

tion by molecular fluorine and 2) transient absorption due to F , positive
molecul ar ions, and possibly excited electronic states. Our absorption

measurements show that the dominant transient absorption is due to the ions,
F , Kr 2

+ and Ar 2
F . Since the ions are lost by recombination, their popula-

tion is proportional to the square root of the c-beam power density . We
can therefore write,

a = /cP /W~ + C
F [F2 ] (46)e 2

. . . -28where c is a constant determined experimentally to be 4 x 10 cm-sec

and °F2 = l . 5 x  10~~~ cm2
.

The c-beam pulse length is chosen so that T 3 = l0pcoui/cm2 . Thisp e
value has been found to be an upper limit for the consistent operation of

a single shot c-beam device without foil damage. This limitation also

points out the advantage of operating at the highest pressure  consistent
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with good laser efficiency, since the c-beam energy deposition, 
~
‘e r ,

is now independent of the current density but proportional to gas density.

We have chosen our test case at 3 atxn~because this pressure has resulted

in efficient laser operation in small devices . The reason that lower pres-

sures have been found to give higher output in large devices is because

of poor c-beam penetration at high pressures.  The nonuniformity of

c-beam deposition also limits the discharge energy loading in large devices,

as we shall see below.
0

We now have all the information necessary to determine the extracted

laser energy density from Equation(45). This is plotted as a function

of 
~~eo in Figure 37 for the mixture 94. 8% Ar 5% Kr 0. 17% F2 at 3 atm.

The corresponding c-beam current density is given on the upper scale.

The curves show that a high extracted laser energ y- is possible at low c-beam

current densities if the c-beam deposition is uniform. The uniformity

becomes more critical the smaller the value of P . When r = 0  thereeo
is no benefi t from discharge pumping at all, since the discharge is always

unstable.

The small- signal gain and absorption for the same gas mixture are plotted
in Figure 38 as a function of c-beam power density. The horizontal line
at 0.24% cm~~ is the absorption due to 4 Torr of fluorine with the factor

L/f  = 1.2 taken into account. (L is the distance between the laser mirrors, -‘

or windows, which is filled with fluorine. The value 1.2 is required to

ensure electrical isolation of the electrodes from the mirror  mounts . )  Most
+ +of the remaining absorption is due to the ions F , Ar and Kr which are

- • proportional to E’eo . The measurements by AVCO at the same pressure

in a slightly different mix are shown for comparison. Their values, A, for the

transient absorption at 1. 5 and 6 A/cm 2 
are added to our ba seline at

0. 24%cm~~ . The small- signal gain is seen to increase faster than the
absorption in going to harder pumping.
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Figure 37. Specific Energy (c-beam + discharge)

(•)  Expe rimental data obtained on
two Northrop devices

I
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Figure 38. Small-Signal Gain and Absorption
(c-beam + discharge)
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From Equation ( 43) it is seen that , for a given small- signal gain and

absorption, the optimum mirror  reflectivity, R, is determined by the

gain length, I . As the laser is increased in length , the optimum value
of R is reduced. However , there is a minimum value of R below which

the mode quality of the laser suffers due to superiluorescence. The mini-

mum reflectivity is found experimentally to be about 20%. This condition

sets a limit on the length of the laser given by,
ln ( l/ R  . )

,max 
- 

mm (47)

Thus , as the input power density increases and the small- signal gain and
absorption go up, the maximum leng th of the device is reduced. This is
an important consideration in scaling to high pulse energies.

In Figure 39 the overall laser efficiency, maximum gain length and discharge
enhancement facto r are plotted as a function of c-beam power density. The
discharge enhancement factor is defined as the ratio of energy deposited in
the gas by the discharge to that deposited by the c-beam. I t  can be deter-
mined from Equations (35) and (36) as

Pd /2Pe = 7r
31’2/Zp l/’2 

(48)

The overall efficiency is an increasing function of 
~
‘eo since the small sig-

nal gain is increasing faster than the absorption. From this graph we can
see that there is a tradeoff to be made between the size of a device and

• the operating efficiency. With a one meter gain length, an extracted
energy of 45 J/f can be achieved at 8% efficiency with an c-beam current
density of 6 A/cm 2

. In contrast, a one meter laser pumped by an c-beam
alone at 12 A/cm 2 

can deliver only 11 J/f at 8% efficiency (see Figures
40 and 41). The difficulty comes in achieving less than 10% variation in
c-beam deposition in the field direction . We feel that the only way this
can be done is with two opposed c-beams.
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Figure 39. Maximum Gain Length and Efficiency
(c-beam + discharge)
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Some comparison runs with c-beam pumping only were made assuming

uniform deposition ( r =  1) and L/ ! = 1. The extracted energy density is

plotted in Figure 40 for 1.5 and 3 atm total pressure .  Two conclusions

may be drawn from these curves: 1) harder pumping works best at higher

pressures  and 2) the extracted energy always increases wi th pumping
power. The best experimental results of Maxwell (2 atm), AVCO (1.7 atm)
and Northrop are in good agreement with the predictions.

I

The maximum gain length and overall efficiency for an c-beam pumped
KrF* laser are shown in Figure 41. Again the tradeoff between device

size and efficiency is clear. The lasers of Maxwell, AVCO and Northrop
are seen to be very close to the limit of scalability. The only way to go
to highe r than 10 to 12 3/! without severely limiting the device size is

through combin~ d c-beam and discharge pumping with the uniform deposition
achieved by opposing beams.
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Figure 40. Specific Energy (c-beam only)
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Figure 41. Maxim~am Gain Length and Efficiency
(e-beam only)
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• 6.0 C ONCLUSIONS

• As a result of the detailed investigations carried out under this contract, the
great potential of rare gas halide lasers, particularly the krypton fluoride
laser , is clearly es tablished for the development of an efficient, high
average power laser in the near ultraviolet. The attainment of specific
ene rgy as high as 30 3/liter, compared to the previously reported value
of 10 3/lite r, represents a significant advance since high specific energy

leads to both reduced size and less acoustic damping problems. The high
Ispecific energy was achieved with high efficiency both by e -beam and e -beam

sus tained discharge pumping.
e

Because of some distinct advantages , c -beam sustained discharge pumping
with high specific ene rgy is desirable for ve ry high average power uv lasers
even though some additional complexities are involved in the discharge pump-
ing. However, detailed analyses performed unde r this contract show that
some significant problems associated with c -beam nonuniformity and dis -
charge instability must be solved in order to scale the e -beam sustained
discharge to large volumes.

Studie s at Northrop show that the most promising solution to the above
problems is based on a concept for achieving stable discharge operation
at high power loading by providing uniform c -beam deposition through the
use of two opposing c -beams. This technique not only has the potential
for scaling to a volume of nearly 250 liters, but it may also lead to specific
energy as high as 40 J/liter. Therefore, a proof of concept program is P

highly recommended for the experimental demonstration of the scaling
potential of the discharge technique using two opposing c -beams.
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